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India- USA, India-China, India- Russai, India- Iran – Trade conundrums are complex and confounding.
Inspite of all the contradictions, and conflicts, India is attempting to sail through smoothly in these
troubled waters. While India has moved closer with USA on defence matters, differences in Trade
and Visa related areas still persist. In Pharma, USA is the biggest trading partner for India. India is the
largest number of USFDA approved manufacturing facilities in the world. India’s export of generic
pharmaceuticals and DMF approved APIs to USA and Europe captures the largest share of India’s
pharmaceutical exports. However, the India-US relations on IP (Intellectual Property Protection) has
been marred by biased approach from USA through Super301 watchlist and GIIP’s negative rankings. Compared to
the Trade war of USA with china as well as Europe, India is
relatively lower in the trade-war target of USA. While China
and Europe are proceeding with counter measures in the
Tariff war, India is in the process of finalising a quid-pro-quo
tariff list to counter the US. These trade-wars are diluting the
WTO and its allied institutions, as well as increasing the trade
tensions globally. In this context, the recent initiatives by
India and China to bridge the “trust deficit” by also balancing
“trade deficit” is a welcome move. India need to do “light rope walk” to walk through this trade
war phase, by synergistically synchronizing with other countries, without upsetting the ‘applecart’
of India-US trade relations. India is also under pressure to rewind and review the Indo-Iran trade
especially on vilfront, India will find it difficult to fall in line with the US demand to completely cutoff trade with Iran, especially in light of the “Chabahar” port deal, a
$8 Billion project, as part of India-Iran-Afghanistan deal. By pressuring
India to pull out, USA is doing Pakistan a favour. Hopefully, India and
Afghanistan should succeed in persuading USA to restrict the trade
restrictions only to the crude oil.
On the Chinese front, India need to negotiate well to have a better
balance of trade, which currently is heavily swinging in favour of China. Recent research study as
“Emerging Indian Export of Pharmaceutical products to China” commissioned by the Commerce
Ministry is a welcome initiative. The statement by Chinese President Xi that India & China should
set up new bilateral trade target during the recent meeting by Prime Minister Narendra Modi should
be welcomed and followed up intensively by India.
India should take advantage of this crisis scenario and convert the ‘trade war’ currents, constraints,
conflicts and challenges into opportunities.
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Anjani Mashelkar Inclusive Innovation Award instituted by Padmabhushan Dr. R. A. Mashelkar in


memory of his mother.

For more information, please visit and apply at:

http://mashelkarfoundation.org/awards/inclusive-innovation/

CII INDUSTRIAL INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY (IP) AWARDS- 2018
To honour and recognize the IP driven Enterprises which have embraced IP generation and protection for growth and
progress.
Awards will be conferred for IPR in Patents, Designs, Trademarks for Lifescience (Biotech/ Pharma) and Engineering


sectors (IT & Electronics, Construction, Automobile, Textile/Leather, Food & Beverages and Others). The Awards for
separate categories like

Indian
Start-ups
 •

         
• Indian large, medium, small enterprises

•

Multinational corporations (MNC)

For 
details
of registration, 
application,
apply on www.ciiipr.in/IP-Awards/apply.php
 

 visit
 and

    
The CII IP winners will be felicitated with a citation and a Memento during the Flagship CII event and will receive

associated coverage and benefits.
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DATA PROTECTION - INTELLIGENT INFORMATION
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emphasis
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generation
  
 

   
and
Intellectual
propertyrights,
the

   



importance
Data
Protection
 of

 is

realised
  


being
more
thanever.
In a


recent editorial in Economic Times


(reproduced
here), importance of

Data
Protection to National welfare


and
security
is emphasised.
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context,
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Summit
2018”
scheduled
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26th
September,
at Westin,
Mumbai
     

   
(jury@transformanceforums.com
    



is
+91
 8291586722)
 

Phone:
useful
 


 


for
professionals
to gain
knowledge


   

and insights into Data Governance,

Data Quality, Data Security, Data
Privacy, Data Integration, Analytics,
Data Visualisation and Data
Monetisation.
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Dr. A. A. Natu gets German Cross of Merit

Dr. Arvind Natu (Chemistry, IISER Pune)

has been honoured by the German
Government with the prestigious ‘Cross of
Merit’. 
Cross of Merit is one of the highest

tributes paid to a foreign national by the
Government of Germany and is a part of

the Order of Merit. It is given to German
or foreign nationals to recognize and

acknowledge
their contribution to the
peaceful rise of the country.



The recognition has been conferred on
Dr. Natu for his contributions towards

strengthening the association between
India and Germany in the fields of science

and education.
He was presented with
the medal and citation of Cross of Merit
 General of Federal Republic of
by Consul
Germany in Mumbai, Dr. Jürgen Morhard
on June 11, 2018.
Dr. Natu did his post-doctoral
 in Germany with a Deutscher
research
Akademischer Austauschdienst [DAAD]
 Academic Exchange Service)
(German
scholarship. He was a scientist at
 Chemical Laboratory, Pune
National
till 2007 and has been associated with
IISER Pune
 right since its inception.
Besides his scientific achievements
and important role in infrastructure
development at IISER Pune, Dr. Natu
has been very active in outreach,
taking IISER Pune’s activities to large
and small cities all over India. He has
also been closely involved with India’s
representation at Chemistry Olympiads,
accompanying the Indian contingent
to several editions and also in sending
IISER Pune students to Germany.
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